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~ September 1980 

17 Grosvenor Place 
SW1X 7HR 

I thought the Department might find it useful to have an 
account of some of the private conversations which various 
members of the Embassy had with individual participants at . 
the BIA Conference and that is enclosed • 

While I recognise that the attendance at the Conference was 
not representative of all the parties to the Northern Ireland 
conflict and that we should be cautious in drawing conclusions 
and basing assessments on fairly random discussions, nonetheless 
it is, I feel, \'lorth remarking that some degree of consensus 
was observaule among those with whom we spoke privately. 

You ,viII note from the conversations l-le had vi th a wide range 
of the political opinion represented at the Conference that 
there is an expectation (and in the case of Alliance, hope) that 
the present phase ot the Atkins initiative will be succeeded by 
an effort by the Secretary of state to im~ose arrangements along 
the lines hinted at in paragraph 64 of the July discussion 
paper. The nature of such anticipated arrangements varies from 
11awhinney's frame'-lork idea to Alliance's pressure for the 
imposition of pot-lersharing but the balance of opinion both among 
politicians and in the NIO falls much nearer to a "framework" 
approach than to the Discussion Paper~ first option. Of course, 
these expressions of opinion do not tell the full story but 
it is not unlikely that lf~ Atkins is considering falling back 
along these lines. 
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British Government Officials repeated strongly in private what 
the British Government is saying in public to the effect that 
a return to local government, as desired by the OUP, was not on. 

As you will be aware, many participants privately expressed 
disappointment at the absence of an Irish Government hinister. 
In some cases this rres linked with a wider criticism of what 
was seen as a general lack of contact with and interest in the 
North by political figures in the South • 

Eamon Kennedy 
Ambassador 

Mr David Neligan 
Assistant Secretary 
Anglo-Irish Division 
Department of }'oreign Affairs 
DUBLIN 2 
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ltold MCCusker I~ 

Private Conversations ~rith Participants at nIA Conference, 

Oxford, 12 - 14 September, 1980 

Seemed prepared to talk without inhibition to members of the Embassy. 

He admitted candidly that for the OUP the essential struggle at present 

was bet\-Ieen themselves nnd the DUP. 

He repeated the OUP position that power sharing, or the first option 

in the ~lhite Paper, vlUS "not on" and that when the Atkins initiative 

had petered out, the way forward would be to·a restructuring of local 

government in Northern Ireland, as had been proposed in the Conservativ ~ 

Farty1s Election I-tanifesto. The present Conservative administration 

had had five yeal;s in "rhich to learn the reality of the situation in 

"mw::iing" cvi.i.ld. uvt 'ba -- _. - - ., 
""AU~gl.4. 

Mr. Ross suggested that the SDLP was losing contact with its 

constituency and was losing the support of its electorate because of 

a move to the right. He saw the SDLP, to its detriment, becooing more 

like the old nationalist party. In addition it had, in his viel-l, 

become less responsive to the day to day concerns of its constituents; 
I 

the Party's insensitivity on this score was symbolised by the departure 

of Paddy De"t'"lin and Gerry Fi tt. His experience in Derry was that 

working class Catholics were becoming disillusioned and were looking 

to the Unionist representatives to look after their interests. He 

predicted that many such Catholics \-1ould vote Unionist in the next 

elections. He felt, in general, that the Catholic population in 

Northern Ireland might not yet have found the political party which 

would give expression to its political attitudes. 

In relation to the new local government structures whi~~ he foresaw 

he predicted that abstentionism as a policy "1ould not work for the 

SDLP. Among other thines people still remembered the Rent and Rates 

strike and they still resented the action taken by Mr. Austin Curry 

of the SDLP when he became a mecber of the Sunningdale Cabinet. 

Said the ·OUP would be prepared to accept a devolved government in NI 

provided it came about at the initiative of the British Government. 

He thought that the British would go for an "imposed" solution, which 

would be based on an assembly in stormont should the present Atkins 
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talks not result in an agreed solution. At a minimum HcCusker thought 

the OUP l'/ould be prepared to participa.te in elections to a devolved 

assembly leading to a po,.,er-sharing executive. He did not lmow if the 

OUP would be prepared to partici pate in a power-sharing executive but 

thought it unlikely. 

He was very pessimistic about the prospects for the OUP in any 

forthcoming election. (Local Government elections are scheduled for 

next I·lay). He thought his own parliamentary seat could be in jeopardy 

and was much more pessimistic about his own prospects then ~en I last 

spoke to him before the recess. The OUP is losing heavily to the DUP. 

Peter Robinson was working very hard on behalf of his constituents and 

McCusker thougllt the OUP would have no chance of unseating him at 

the next general election. 

Present OUP leadership very weak. John Taylor is considering moving 

back to Northern Irela.nd l'1i th a view to trying to oust Holyneaux and 

become leader of the party in 1981 or 1982. 

Spoke of \-/hat he saw as the serious excess capacity on the IU motorway 

network and said that new routes would have to be constructed to a more 

realistic standard. He thought, hO"lever, there ws scope for improving 

acccss alone the Derry-Omagh-Enniskillen axis. He did not seem to be 

thoroughly au fait with the need for improvement on the Uewry-Dundalk 

route. 

Cri tical of Dublin government, \"mich he saia had raised expectations 

in the context of a nel'1 relationship beh'een Britain and Ireland. It 

was time, he felt, for Dublin to spell out what it means by a new 

relationship, othenlise it \"Iould be thought here that there was really 

nothing new in the Dublin initiative. These expectations had created 

difficulties for Atkins in trying to get the northern parties to agree 

on the basis for devolved Government. Hawhinney thought that Atkins 

would, if necessary, "impose ll a solution on the ~Torth, lrhich would 

probably be some fom of majority rule ,dth safeguards. He thought it 

essential to have elections first "n th a gradual devolving of pO"Ters as 

the assembly showed itself t~ be responsible. It should be left up to 

the Assembly :t 0 deteroine the scope of its relationship lri th Dublin 

and to r;ork out its modus operandi in the North. 

/ ... 
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He complained that members of the three main political parties in the 

South tended to talk only iuth the SDLP. If nothing else, the Governceni 

and the political parties vlOuld derive a more balanced appreciation of j 

the situation in l!o=thern Ireland if they talked from time to time .. :ith 

other Uorthern parties including Alliance. They mi~lt not get agreeoeni 

on their vieiis but they would achieve greater understandine of each 

other's point of view. 

Said that there \-/Us general satisfaction iTith the results of the 

!,;acRory restructuring of local government, not;'1i thstanding the lack of 
le l~orthern Department 
: the Environment a Provincial Asseobly to oversee local Government affairs in the 

• 

ck Eenon (:WC) 

lW HC'.;ington (FeO) 

province. It was clear that Hr. Bloomfield \lould regard reinstateoent 

of the urban and county councils as a retrograde step producing 

sisnificant econOltic inefficiencies. This \-Tould also appear to be the 

vie\'/' 01' the l'Iorthern Ireland Ot"1'ice in London. :'/hen Hr. John CUshnahan 

spoke at the last plenary session in opposition to the reforn of local 

government which ias being' sought by the Official Unionist Party, 

l-Ir. I'lichael Horiarty of the trIO came up to him after-wards and, in the 

presence of an Embassy official, expressed satisfaction that this 

point had been cade, adding' that it i'Tas important to get it across to 

the Unionists that a return to the old system of local governcent vms 

not on the cards. 

He remarked that he and his "dfe used to spend their sunmer holidays 

in the south and regretted being prevented by the security situation 

from continuing to do so. In general his attitude i'JaS an extrenely 

open and ~iendly one an~ his conmitment to the fair and disciplined 

administration of justice in Northern Ireland rlaS evident. He expressed 

deep appreciation of the co-operation of the Gardai and expressed 

adoiration for their success in tracing euns and explosive caches, 

especially the recent dramatic finds near the border. Also expressed 

appreciation of our stepped-up security oeasures. 

He avniled of contacts at tho Conference to explore ~mether the 

Tnoiseach proposes to suggest to Hrs. Thatcher "men next they meet that 

a conference should then be convened or toot it should be convened at 

some future date. He 'JaS also keen to be clear "Thether any proposals 

made alone- these lines would be private proposals or \-Thether ue ~'lOuld 

propose to indicate publicly ,'mat had been said. 
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Said that Thatcher continued to take a close interest in Northern 

I 
Ireland. Prior to her departure on holidays she had asked the HIO to 

provide her "d. th "as many background papers as possible" on NI as she 

wished to study them during her vacation. 

Said the administration was not concerning itself with a long term 

solution. Was more concerned ,nth trying to establish a basis for a 

long term solution by enunciating the principles which must govern 

any solution. ' 
-' 

In the short term they ~~nt to establish a measure of devolution in 

which the political parties would participate, ''1hich l'Iould not be 

static but l'Ihich could develop uithin the framework of the underlying 

principles • 

Re returned to his theme that unity was available at a price. As a 

number of Northern Ireland speakers ,·mo were not hostile to unity had 

said from the floor it "m.s also his viel'l that there ,JaS a reluctance 

on the part of successive southern governments since 1922 to pay the 

price of unity. In fact, he regretted to say, successive southern 

governments drifted further and further a"lay from the North and 

progressively alienated any there "mo might have been sympathetic. 

Spoke favourably of the increasing acceptability of the RUC in 

nationalist areas of Belfast. Re said that non-terrorist crime was 

an increusingly important problem in the Turf Lodge and lalls areas. 

While the Catholic working classes would not wish the British ~y 
• 

to remain a day longer than l/aS necessary they would be very anxious 

to see the return, on a normal footing, of thQ RUC. The present 

relationship between such people and the IRA ,,/as one of greater 

hostility than has been the case since the outbreak of violence. Very 

few families would not be prepared to mind a gun or harbour a terrorist. 

When they saw violence being done to one of their neighbours they ,.tere 

prepared to use the confidential telephone. What they were not prepared 

to do was to denounce the IRA in ' any kind of public .. my. This was not 

a question of a terrorist fish s,·timming in a sea of society's approval 

but a much more simple question of pressure being exerted through 

intimidation. 
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Since Re~on had taken over from Newman as Chief Constable, 

interroeation procedures had improved and the alienation caused by 

the situation in Castlereagh was being reversed. Cullen thought 

that Ncucan had been amlre of and had condoned what was going on in 

Castlereagh. Remon on the other hand viaS respected and ,vas a 

considerable sourc~ of confidence. The "svleeps" of areas of Belfast 

by the British Army '\'Tere a diminishing problen. 

A propos of the forthcocing revised edition of tI!.au and State: The 

Case of Northern Ireland" said that there was a dispute bebreen 

Kevin Boyle on the one hand and Hadden and Paddy Hillyard on the 

other on the subject of the southern view of extradition but that 

they hoped short~y to agree a text and get the ne\'l edition out • 

Seriously considering establishment in this country of a body 

analoaouz to Co-operation North. Is enthusiastically promoting the 

idea that economic co-operation across the border and across the Irish 
I 

Sea is an essential element in putting the relations between the two 

islands on a nevl level.' 

Tried to defend his slighting references to the f.ti.nister's absence at 

the dinner on Saturday, 13 September by saying that he '-JaS concerned 

that the present Government in Dublin viaS not as interested in the 

B I Association as the previous one. It v;as explained to him that the 

~unisters schedule did not make attendance possible and a contrast 

made between the numbers of Hinisters available in the NIO and the 

FCO and the fact that we have not even one llinister of State. 

Lord Longford ,res left in no doubt about the resentnent his rel'larks 

had caused. 
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